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Towards better quality and new services
In the past months since the publication
of the first newsletter in February 2008,
the project partners made good progress
towards the CREAM objectives and prepared the ground for successful demonstrations in the next project phase.
Even if most of the demonstrations will
start later this year, first milestones have
been reached already now.
Highlights within this period are the
installation of the first GPS-devices of
the “CREAM Generation” on trains of
the Hellenic Container Shuttle between
Mannheim (Germany) and Inoi (Greece)
and the start of two new service offers
(see news beside).
© by Europe Intermodal
Within this newsletter the CREAM
project team provides you with
information on following topics:
• Quality Management System
• GPS-Tracking
• Concept for a joint train-monitoring platform
• Long distance interoperable traction
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April 2008
„Bosporus„Bosporus-EuropeEurope-Express (BEEX)“ MünchenMünchen-LjubljanaLjubljanaHalkali started operation on 30 March 2008
The new service between München, Ljubjana and Halkali is
part of the „String of Pearls“ rail operation concept for
unaccompanied intermodal transports, which is currently
under development within the framework of the CREAM
project. This service is operated by "Europe Intermodal", the
new Joint Venture of the well-established Intermodal Operators Kombiverkehr (Germany) and Adria Kombi (Slovenia).
For detailed information, please have a look on the official
press release of Kombiverkehr on the CREAM website
(www.cream-project.eu)

May 2008
Transport of temperaturetemperature-controlled semisemi-trailers started on Connection BudapestBudapestLudwigshafen
After a testing phase of approximately 6 months, CREAM partner Kombiverkehr started in
April 2008 to transport cranable, insulated and temperature-controlled semi-trailers for
their customer – the German based forwarding company Mainsped – between Ludwigshafen and Budapest. The innovative semi-trailers have been developed and produced by the
well known semi-trailer manufacturer Schmitz – the refrigeration unit has been supplied by
Thermo King.

Key issues for a better service quality

CREAM Corridor QMS
specifies interfaces between companies
Correlations between Corridor & Company QMS

Quality Management System (WP 3.2)
To increase the reliability and competitiveness
of rail freight transport, the operative CREAM
partners are developing a corridor-wide Quality Management System (QMS) for their services on the corridor.
The development is coordinated by the leader of
work package 3.2, Railion Deutschland, in close
cooperation with the project coordinator HaCon.
Whereas most partner companies have set up a
company QMS to manage their internal processes,
the CREAM QMS backs mainly on harmonised procedures and clearly defined responsibilities for improving the interfaces between the partners.
A consistent implementation of this QMS will create a win-win situation for all partners with following main benefits:
• Better quality, especially with regard to punc-

tuality and reliability
• Optimised use of resources and therewith efficient services

Several Company QMS
specify company internal processes
All information of the CREAM QMS is described in a Quality
Manual which consists of
• a general part – containing common descriptions and

definitions valid for all services, and

• individual parts for each included rail service – which

serve as practical guidelines for the operational procedures between the operating partners.

In a first step, individual service parts will be elaborated for
• the intermodal service München – Ljubljana, operated by

Lokomotion and SZ and
• the Copper-Anode Train Pirdop – Olen, which is operated
by the CREAM partner railway undertakings under the
technical responsibility of Railion Deutschland.
These individual parts serve as templates for the elaboration of individual parts for further services of CREAM partners.

Quality Manuals - Current Status
General Part

Individual Part
41861/ 41860 München - Ljubljana
46692 / 46693 Pirdop - Olen
40512 / 40513 Mannheim - Inoi
40671 / 40672 Genk - Oradea
40666 / 40667 Köln - Köseköy
44520 / 44521 Bucuresti - Köseköy
(40820 / 40821 Ljubljana – Halkali)

Completed

To be finished / (evaluated)

“With the implementation
of the CREAM QMS,
a basis for remarkable
quality improvements on
the corridor will be
established.”
Work Package Leader 3.2
Frank Weppner / Railion Deutschland
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GPSGPS-Application for
tracking & tracing of
freight (WP 6.1)
Today more and
more customers expect
the provision of tracking
& tracing information from
their logistics service providers.
In recent years, Railway Undertakings
and Intermodal Operators have worked
on solutions to provide their customers
with such information.
For international freight trains, which operate
on West-European networks, the main sources
for the real-time information of train positions are the
train control systems of the Infrastructure Managers.
For trains towards South-East Europe such information
is in general not available.
Therefore the main actors for transports in this direction
have identified GPS as the most suitable source for train
or freight monitoring.
The work package leader of this CREAM activity KnorrBremse is one of the main suppliers of GPS-devices for
the rail-freight business. Based on their experience they
have used the project work to develop a new prototype.
The new device has been presented as the NavMaster CREAM Generation and features following main innovations in comparison to the preceding models:
• Baseboard with new
powerful GSM module and antenna,
high-capacity
power supply and
improved
shock
sensors
• New
mountingholder for easy installation and antitheft protection
For first pre-commercial tests of the new devices within
the related demonstration activity, the project partners
agreed to choose the Hellenic Container Shuttle between Mannheim (Germany) and Thessaloniki/Inoi
(Greece). Between March and May 2008, 8 units have
been installed on 2 train sets.
The devices will be controlled by the “eCargo” server at
Railion. It is intended, that the data will be transmitted
via the customer information system of DB Intermodal
I.G@te to the international Use-IT system of the Combined Transport Group of the UIC.
The technical integration of this information is under
development within the framework of CREAM work
package 6.2.

A joint platform for monitoring “CREAM trains”
(WP 6.2)
To improve the information level on train run data, it
has been agreed within work package 6.2, to exploit
the international train monitoring platform Use-IT –
operated by the Combined Transport Group of the UIC
– for the purposes of this CREAM activity and to use
this system as a central database for processing train
run information.

The Use-IT system already incorporates real-time data
of freight trains, sent automatically by the train control systems of several Infrastructure Managers – on
the corridor such data is available for the Austrian and
the German rail network. But for most networks on
the corridor this data source is not available.
Therefore it has been agreed, to fill remaining information gaps by using GPS as an additional data
source. In a first step data will be processed, which will
be generated by the GPS-devices, tested within demonstration activity 6.1.
In addition to this, pure status information on the position and delay of the trains the Use-IT system will be
enhanced by providing information on the estimated
time of arrival (ETA) of the train at the final destination.
The work package leaders DB Intermodal and Kombiverkehr expect to start monitoring of selected trains
in early 2009.
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Optimisation of the operational framework

With effect of the timetable-change in December 2008
it is intended to introduce interoperable traction for
two services:
• Hellenic Container Shuttle Mannheim – Inoi via

Ebenfurth (train numbers 40512/40513) will be op-

Long distance interoperable traction (WP 5.2)
One of the main advantages of interoperability is the acceleration of transports and improvement of service reliability
by reducing the number of traction changes.
With the high number of different systems and involved
infrastructure managers, operating rail services on the
CREAM corridor is currently impressed by time consuming
changes of the locomotives.

erated on the whole section between Mannheim and
Kelebia with an ÖBB class 1116; this section is approximately 1300 km long and comprises the network of 4 infrastructure managers.
managers
In contrast to the current situation (see figure of
train 40513) more than half of the distance will be
operated with the same locomotive, leading to a
significant saving of time and improved reliability.

Train 40513
(Hellenic Container Shuttle: Mannheim – Inoi)
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Therefore possibilities for a reorganisation of traction
schemes in this sense have been evaluated by the project
partners with following first results.
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• T-Rex Genk – Oradea (train numbers 40672/40673);

Interoperable traction between Aachen and Püspökladany, using either an ÖBB class 1116 or a MAV
class 1047; this section is approximately 1500 km
long and comprises the network of 3 infrastructure
managers.
managers

The easy way

In addition, Lokomotion and SZ evaluate possibilities
to introduce an interoperable traction scheme
for the Intermodal service München — Ljubljana
(train numbers 41860/41861).

